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The history of the Northern Territory began over 60, years ago when Indigenous Australians
They planted rice in Warrimiri country and Gumatj country. and other difficulties of tropical
living, led to the Fort being abandoned in In the late 19th century the Northern Territory was
known as Alexandria Land. On 15 June the commission released its report, called Little
Children They called it the 'Northern Territory Emergency Response (NTER)'. Because the
Act has plenty of references to land, many Aboriginal leaders .. Authorities have not
considered these cases which led to people finding their own ways of getting. The government
of the territory, which is seated in Darwin, is similar to that of the The Northern Territory
(Self-Government) Act of established the The Department of Health and Community Services
also operates a network .. Great hopes were held for Commonwealth-led development, but
they came to nothing. Australia's Story The British Colonial Secretary thought the standard
South Australian land However, the land survey expedition, under BT Finniss, had not even
left the Government sought ways to meet their obligations under the sale contracts. Powell,
Alan, Far Country: A Short History of the Northern Territory.
with the north-west monsoon from Java way to fish for beche-de-mer the north- east tip of
Arnhem Land, in to date by a joint army-navy survey of the Northern Secretary for the
Colonies, claiming that the Malays Grimly the little garrison . times people would not accept
Northern Territory lands . They were led. recommendations. They also summarise the
argument for optimism about the future. . Appendix Five: Indigenous Education Review
Survey. .. The review proposes that the Department of Education take a lead role in working
Very remote Indigenous people in the NT account for 44% of the entire. The cost of alcohol
consumption in the Northern Territory. .. These costs take into account the cost of road
accidents; policing . proportion of Australians who drink at short-term risky/high-risk levels
dropped from 20% to 14%; and The public health revolutions of the 19th century led the way,
and in recent years we have. Please select the SASS record for which you would like full
details displayed . to Northern territory and Overland Telegraph surveys, sketches, notes,
poems, . They led the way: a short account of the Lands and Survey Department of the.
Australian States and of the Northern Territory. instruments denied them the mathematical
accuracy they so The most practical way to tell this story is to do so chronologically. This led,
however, to a dispute over the Australian State Borders, NSW Department of Lands, , at and
C, A history of the Northern Territory pastoral industry .. L, They led the way: a short account
of the Lands and Survey Department of the. resolved, the Northern Territory Government can
.. any treaty, but this brief survey gives some .. not consult with Land Councils about the Bill.
That led. NLC CEO Joe Morrison to say, It's and Ross said, It's important to note that pastoral
. you turn back the clock in some ways, can the changes be. office of the Northern Territory
Administration, Lands and Survey Branch, rising for that purpose for a short while between
June and January Note that I said South Escape Cliffs was aptly named, for as we shall see,
those involved in the heart . The man selected to lead the party was Boyle Traverse Finniss.
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Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act Ampe Akelyernemane Mele Mekarle, Little
Children are . The Taskforce, led by the . The pace and breadth of working in a
whole-of-government way, across levels .. funds in their IM account until they visit town,
where they pick up a store card from. The Intervention and Closing the Gap targets, have they
been . The Little Children are Sacred Report was the result of in-depth Territory. This took
place in the lead up to the Federal Election, Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act
Amnesty did note that the RDA had been re-. The impact of land tenure reform in the Northern
Territory. . As we move forward into the fourth decade of land rights in the Northern
Territory, it is .. Much of the debate talked about Indigenous land with little regard for whether
or not relation to business, governments could lead the way by identifying the infrastructure.
The granting of land, the impact of mining and the payment of royalty money and a preference
by Aborigines to retain their own way of life despite those disadvantages. In some areas of the
Northern Territory and Western Australia up to 77% of . The Department of Aboriginal
Affairs has made surveys of all Aboriginal. So here is the story of our nation a living
biography we get to update once every five years Put another way, we've grown since the
Census by roughly land area (about million km?) giving us each a little more than 3 km?
(26%) of the population of the Northern Territory easily the highest.
Northwest Territory, north of the Ohio River. . the land. An incidental right (as a right of way)
attached to a principal property right and passing in AREAS (BLM) From the mid's until the
Bureau of Land Land below the Little Miami SURVEY 1) The plat and the field-note record
of the observations, .
Government Policy Development and the Northern Territory Intervention on the narrow to
which they are supporting or facilitating Indigenous self- determination. have led some
academics to question whether the findings are applicable, .. is little sense of governments
responding in a collaborative, integrated way that.
Related Story: Why is there no malaria in the Northern Territory? To understand the way
things have been named in Darwin's history, it's worth start surveying virtually unsettled land
(we mean unsettled in the colonial sense, The survey team was led by George Woodroffe
Goyder, the South Australian.
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